USAFE DAILY INTEL SUM NR 48. DAILY INTEL SUM OF 22 MAR 55 ERRONEOUSLY NUMBER NBR 46. CORRECT TO READ NBR 47 ITEM 1. PERLIM INTERROGATION OF SOVIET YOUTH WHO DEFECTED TO WEST BELIN ON 18 MAR INDICATES HE IS ONLY SLIGHTLY KNOWLEDGEABLE ON SOVIET AIR MATTERS. THE BOY, V A LYSIKOV, IS SON OF SOVIET AF LT COL STATIONED AT SCHONEFELD AFLD, EAT GERMANY. A SOV TRANSPORT REGIMENT IS BASED AT SCHONEFELD WHICH IS FEW MILES SOUTHEAST OF BERLIN. LYSIKOV, WHOSE INTERROGATION IS BEING CONTINUED BY USAFE UNIT, IS BELIEVED TO BE THE FIRST DEFECTOR ASSOCIATED WITH SOVIET AF IN EAST GERMANY SINCE A POLITICAL OFFICER FROM TRANSPORT REGIMENT DEFECTED TO BRITISH AUTHORITIES IN JULY 1953 (SECRET) (USAFE AND DCS/INDIA, USAFE)